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Between Paris and Ahvaz – Rudolf Macúch in Iran 
(1949–1956)

Rudolf Macúch (16 October 1919, Dolné Bzince [Bzince pod Javorinou] – 23 
July 1993, Berlin) was a world-class orientalist and linguist specialising in, but 
not limiting the focus of his research to, Mandaic, Samaritan and Syriac studies. 
While his works are still highly appreciated by academics around the globe, many 
aspects of his biography remain unclear. This paper, therefore, attempts to present a 
relatively detailed overview of Macúch s̓ years spent in Iran, hopefully without the 
bias or prejudice (positive or negative) which characterises most biographies that 
have been published in Slovakia since Macúch s̓ death.

Research Methodology and Sources

The present article is an outcome of nearly two years of extensive archive 
research, interviews with Macúch s̓ family members in Slovakia and Germany; 
his colleagues and friends in Slovakia and Iran; as well as with members of the 
Mandaean community of Ahvaz, who still have very fond memories of him, and 
members of the Mandaean diaspora communities in Germany and Denmark, who 
perceive a relevant influence of his work on contemporary Mandaean identity. 
The field research in Tehran and Ahvaz conducted by members of the Department 
of Comparative Religion of Comenius University in Bratislava and Dr. Sárközy 
from Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Budapest took place in 
October 2015, while my research among the Mandaean communities of Dachau, 
Germany and Løgstør, Denmark took place in November and December 2015. 
I have maintained contact with Prof. Maria Macuch, the daughter of Rudolf 
Macúch, and several of his relatives and colleagues in Slovakia since mid-2015. Their 
names and personal data are not presented in order to protect their privacy. The 
completion of the research also required a thorough study of secondary sources and 
countless consultations with colleagues, researchers of modern history as well as 
non-experts providing valuable information about the era of focus inmy research, 
and, also very importantly, priests and administrative officers of the Evangelical 
Church of the Augsburg Confession in Bratislava and the places where Macúch 
officiated between 1943 and 1945.

Certainly the greatest disadvantage in the research was the relatively vast array 
of existing biographies. The first question after realising their number was whether 
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it actually makes sense to research an issue on which several acknowledged scholars 
have already published articles. However, aft er a detailed study of these texts, I 
realised that instead of creating a complex picture of the life and personality of 
Macúch, they provided a rather heterogeneous set of facts, opinions and guesses, 
and actually posed more questions than they answered.

I am aware of the fact that I was not able to answer all of these questions despite 
my sincerest eff orts. Some would need consultations with people who are no longer 
alive, others would require access to private correspondence and other documents 
which are either lost or kept as treasures in private archives as the last memories of 
a beloved family member, friend or colleague. I fi rmly believe that I have no right 
to forcefully attempt to gain such cherished personal memorabilia, not even in the 
name of a research of the relevance of which I am strongly convinced.

Macúch’s early life and his departure from Czechoslovakia in 1949

A man of humble origins, Macúch was born in 1919 in rural Trenčin County as a son 
of poor Slovak peasants. Being a child prodigy in languages from his early years, 
Macúch was trained as a Lutheran priest in pre-WWII Bratislava, where he showed 
signs of great scholarly promise. In 1945, instead of serving as a priest, Macúch 
temporarily left  the newly restored Czechoslovakia and moved to Paris for further 
studies in Semitic languages. It was in Paris that he met his later wife, Irandokht 
Shaghaghi, a daughter of a well-to-do Iranian family.

Macúch had to return to Czechoslovakia aft er two years, in 1947. During his stay 
in Paris,1 Ján Bakoš became the first Ordinarius for the Seminar for Semitic Studies 
established at the Faculty of Arts of the Slovak University (the contemporary name 
of Comenius University) in Bratislava in 19452 and the dean of the Faculty in 19463 
and based on the narration of his previous relations with Macúch, we might assume 
that he was glad to off er his favourite student a position at the Faculty.

Th us Macúch spent two years at the Faculty of Arts of the Slovak University in 
Bratislava. He also wrote and defended his dissertation titled ‘Slavic Names and 
Expressions in Arabic Geographies’ here. His graduation ceremony took place on 
30 June  19484 It is worth noting that the dissertation is missing from the archive of 
the Faculty.

1 Maria Macúch: ‘And Life is Victorious!’ Mandaean and Samaritan Literature – In Memory of Rudolf 
Macúch (1919–1993).’ In Und das Leben ist siegreich! And Life is Victorious! Mandäische und samaritanische 
Literatur� Mandaean and Samaritan Literatures, Rainer Voigt (ed.), Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz Verlag, 
2008, 12.

2 Filozofi cká fakulta UK, N. d., N. p.
3 Libri, N. d., N. p.
4 Filozofi cká fakulta   Univerzity Komenského v Bratislave 1948, 410. Aft er defending his dissertation, 

in the academic year of 1948/49, Macúch received the position of Assistant at the Seminar for Semitic 
Studies. Macúch, ‘And Life is Victorious!’, 12.
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Neither the dissertation nor its German translation prepared by Macúch later 
were ever published despite much encouragement from colleagues and mentors, 
since Macúch himself was not satisfied with the quality of his own work.5 However, 
during this time Macúch did write a book which is still considered to be of high 
relevance for the Slovak studies of humanities.6 Islam a kresťanstvo� Historické a 
kultúrno-náboženské štúdie o islame (Islam and Christianity� Historical, Cultural and 
Religious Studies of Islam) was published in 1950 (several months after the departure 
of Macúch to Tehran, after which he did not return to his homeland for twenty 
years) by Tranoscius publishing house in Liptovský Mikuláš.7 The book presents 
an overview of the religious principles of Islam and a basic introduction to Islamic 
history of nearly 100 pages, and a brief comparison of the fundamental concepts 
of Islam and Christianity in the last chapter. While the contribution of Islam 
and Christianity to the study of Islam (and religion in general) in contemporary 
Czechoslovakia is indisputable, one certainly notices a certain level of bias of the 
author against Islam, explainable by Macúch’s educational and social background. 
For instance, on page 104 he states the following:

The teachings of Muhammad, the same as those of Jesus, met a fiery opposition 
of the local aristocracy and both faced attempts to threaten their lives, similarly 
to many other prophets. However, there was a cardinal difference in their 
attitudes. While Jesus did not elude the danger of death, Muhammad ran away 
from his prosecutors and strenuously plotted revenge and plans to violently 
convert his enemies at any cost. This essentially describes the fundamental 
contrast in the morals of these religions which is the same as the contrast between 
the morals of their founders. It would be difficult to apply the description Jesus 
used to characterise himself, ‘I am gentle and humble in heart’ (Matthew 11:29) 
to the moral personality of Muhammad, even though the Muslim tradition has 
decorated him with these characteristics as well.8

Despite such claims, which would be difficult to accept in a scholarly work of 
the twenty-first century, Islam and Christianity was a major work at the time of its 
publishing and an essential ‘first’ for the Slovak humanities and, forty years later, 
Slovak Religious Studies.

5 Ibidem.
6 János Molnár claims Macúch had established Slovak Comparative Religious Studies by publishing 

this book. While I personally consider such claims farfetched, that a certain impact of Islám a kresťanst-
vo on the shaping of modern humanities in present-day Slovakia is indubitable. János Molnár: ‘Ru-
dolf Macúch – slovenský teológ, orientalista a religionista.’ In Sláva šľachetným III, edited by Ján Juráš, 
Daniela Kodajová et al., 51–60. Liptovský Mikuláš: Spolok Martina Rázusa; Tranoscius, 2014, 52–54.

7 Rudolf Macúch: Islám a kresťanstvo� Historické a kultúrno-náboženské štúdie o islame� Liptovský Mikuláš, 
Tranoscius. 1950.

8 Macúch, Islám a kresťanstvo� 104.
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Macúch was joined by Irandokht Shaghaghi in Bratislava sometime during the 
academic year 1948/49.9 According to his daughter, Macúch and his wife, Irandokht 
Shaghaghi, got married on 31 March 1949 in Bratislava.10 However, according to 
the documentation of the Czechoslovak Commission of Interior,11 they got married 
at the Iranian embassy in Prague. We were unable to verify either version at the time 
of writing.

It might be interesting to point out that their only child Maria was born on 1 
January 1950, exactly nine months aft er the wedding.

Diffi  cult Beginnings in Iran

Th e couple did not remain in Czechoslovakia for a long time. Th ey left  for Iran in 
autumn 1949. File no. 191312 claims they left  Czechoslovakia on 3 November 1949. 
However, this documentation is not to be considered of an absolute informative 
value and we were unable to verify this (or another) exact date of the departure 
from a diff erent source by the time of writi ng.13

Th ere were several reasons for their departure. According to interviews 
conducted with his family members and most of his existing biographies Macúch 
had already been interested in Aramaic languages and dialects for a long time and 
the library of the newly established Seminar for Semitic Studies off ered nearly no 
possibilities for research in this fi eld. His research also required contact with living 
Aramaic languages, which was obviously impossible in Bratislava. Th e departure 
was probably also encouraged by his wife, who, according to both Macúch’s 
relatives and the available documentation of the Commission of Interior,14 had 
diffi  culties adjusting to life in post-war Czechoslovakia, especially since we might 
assume the income of her husband at the University was a rather modest one and 
she never learned to speak Slovak fl uently.15

According to fi le no. 1913,16 Macúch was granted an offi  cial permit to leave the 
country for study purposes. Th e funding of the trip is unclear. Documents of the 

9 Macúch, ‘And Life is Victorious!’, 12.
10 Maria Macúch: ‘Rudolf Macúch (1919–1993).’ In Christlicher Orient im Porträt – Wissenschaft sgeschichte 

des Christlichen Orients, Teilband 2, Predrag Bukovec (ed.), Hamburg, Verlag Dr. Kovač, 2014, 1036.
11 Ústav pamäti národa 1981: Zásílka z 31. 10. 1961, 6.
12 Ústav pamäti národa 1950, n. p.
13 Th is fi le perfectly illustrates the lack of competence of the offi  cers of the Commission of Interior 

of Czechoslovakia at the time. Th e document comprises only two pages of written text containing 
numerous spelling mistakes as well as factual errors (for instance the name of Macúch’s wife was 
transcribed as Iran Changhanghi and his last job in Czechoslovakia was presented as ‘student of 
Semitic Philosophy’).

14 Ústav pamäti národa 1981: Zásílka č. 2 z 30. 1. 62, 32.
15 Ústav pamäti národa 1981: Zásílka č. 7 z 27. 7. 62, page no. blurred.
16 Ústav pamäti národa 1950, n. p.
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Czechoslovakian intelligence written more than ten years later17 state that he had 
obtained a scholarship from the Slovak University. However, these documents do 
not provide any further or more specific information on the issue and I was unable 
to obtain any other documentation proving such claims by the time of writing this 
paper.

The explanation of the funding of the trip provided by his daughter Maria 
differs. She states that her father financed the trip from the advance payment of his 
book Islam and Christianity.18 Obviously, a combination of both financial sources is 
also possible.

As mentioned in the introductory section, one may encounter several rather 
absurd narratives of the departure of Rudolf Macúch from Czechoslovakia while 
analysing published papers and searching the web ‘or information concerning his 
life and work. The one according to which Macúch faced persecution in totalitarian 
Czechoslovakia and fled the regime via an unspecified Italian port dressed as a 
stoker.19

Most existing biographies agree that Macúch learned Persian very quickly,20 
which is proven by the fact that his first academic paper written in Persian, 
‘Nufūḍ-i Zardušht dar dīn-i Yahūd wa Masīḥ’ (‘Zarathustra’s Impact on the Jewish 
and Christian Religions’), was published as early as 1950. He was even able to 
write poems in Persian: during our research trip to Tehran I obtained a copy of a 
poem Macúch wrote in Persian for his colleague Prof. Abolghassemi in the mid-
1950s.

The life of the young couple in Tehran was not easy. Macúch had difficulties 
finding a job suitable for a man of his education and experience. For the first several 
years he worked as a teacher at Community School, an American missionary school 
in Tehran, teaching French, Latin and German.21 Furthermore, the contemporary 
Iranian society of the time was not exactly open towards accepting strangers, 
which Macúch and his wife experienced despite his fluency in Persian and the 
Iranian citizenship he obtained in 1952 (see below). As his daughter Maria Macuch 
puts it: “…with his blue eyes and blond hair he was obviously a foreigner and a 
Christian, married to my mother who, knowing her fellow countrymen, felt the 
resentment against this marriage very clearly.”22

17 Ústav pamäti národa 1981: Zásílka z 31. 10. 1961, 6.
18 Macúch ‘And Life is Victorious!’, 12.
19 AZ-europe; osobnosti.sk
20 The Slovak relatives of Macúch claim that he already spoke Persian upon his arrival to Tehran, which 

is also likely given his extraordinary interest in and talent for languages and his Iranian wife. Rudolf 
Macúch: ‘Nufūḍ-i Zardušht dar dīn-i Yahūd wa Masīḥ’. Nūr-i Jahān II/3, 1950.

21 According to my interviews conducted with Macúch’s colleagues in Tehran, he also (or primarily) 
taught Russian, but I found no other source proving such statements. Macúch, Christlicher Orient, 
1036.

22 Macúch, ‘And Life is Victorious!’, 12.
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A further serious complication in the life of the young couple appeared only 
several months aft er their daughter was born. On 31 May 1950 Macúch’s travel 
permit, issued by the Commission of Education, Science and Arts, was withdrawn 
and he was ordered to return to Czechoslovakia immediately.23 He had received 
two letters commanding him to return to his homeland without delay.24 However, 
he refused to obey and remained in Iran. I can only speculate on the reasons for his 
decision. Aft er the 1948 coup d’état the Communist regime in Czechoslovakia was 
gaining an ever stronger grip on all aspects of the functioning of the state. Th is was 
a period of persecution and great uncertainty for intellectuals and clerics. By early 
1950 it was certainly clear that living in this country would be very diffi  cult for a 
person with Macúch’s education, profession and family. Th us I might hypothesise 
that the decision was to a certain level motivated by the fear of imprisonment and/
or an offi  cial ban on continuing his job and serious doubts about the destiny of his 
family in the event of their return to Czechoslovakia. Furthermore, as mentioned 
above, his wife was probably not willing to stay in Czechoslovakia permanently 
due to multiple factors, and, again, I can assume that this reluctance was further 
intensifi ed by developments concerning basic human rights, mainly the freedom 
of speech, conscience and religion.

Another reason that might have been of high importance is that Macúch was 
unable to fi nish (or, given his job at the time, possibly even properly begin) his 
research, one of the main reasons of his journey to Iran. Th is is the reason stated 
in a letter to a friend in Czechoslovakia, the renowned writer Emil Boleslav 
Lukáč (confi dant of the Czechoslovak State Security under code name Spisovateľ 
– Writer. Macúch apparently kept in touch with Lukáč aft er his departure from 
Czechoslovakia and sent him a letter stating he did not intend to return to 
Czechoslovakia before fi nishing his studies, which Lukáč handed over to the State 
Security in Bratislava.25

In late 1961, during his fi rst encounter with the Czechoslovakian embassy in 
Tehran, Macúch claimed a lack of funds to be the main reason for refusing to return 
to Czechoslovakia—he said he simply did not have enough money to pay for his 
journey back to Czechoslovakia and the embassy had not provided him with any 
funds to cover the fare.26 Considering other existing data, I can safely assume this was 
certainly a relevant, yet not the sole factor motivating Macúch to stay in Iran.

Th e legal closing of the case remains unclear. I was unable to obtain copies of the 
letters requesting the immediate return of Macúch to Czechoslovakia, thus their 
exact content remains unclear by the time of writing. Th ey probably included a threat 
to withdraw Macúch’s Czechoslovakian citizenship should he refuse to obey and 
thus Macúch believed that he was not a Czechoslovak citizen anymore. However, 

23 Ústav pamäti národa 1950, n. p.
24 Ibid.
25 Ústav pamäti národa 1950, n. p.
26 Ústav pamäti národa 1981: Zásílka z 31. 10. 1961, 6.
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Investigation File No. 1913,27 which presents the outcomes of the investigation into 
the case of Macúch’s refusal to return to Czechoslovakia, does not state exactly 
that he lost his citizenship as a result of staying in Iran. Neither does the 1st Account 
of the National Security Corps No. 12353/30928 state specifically that Macúch was 
not a Czechoslovakian citizen anymore, despite the fact that Macúch had always 
applied for a visa before traveling to Czechoslovakia in the 1970s. Apparently, 
even the officer of the Czechoslovak Military Mission in West Berlin in charge of 
maintaining contact with Macúch was not clear on the issue. After his meeting with 
Macúch in West Berlin on 21 January 1972 he wrote:

I used this situation to ask him [Macúch] about the situation with his 
citizenship. He claimed he did not know himself what the situation was like. 
He never received any official document stating he had lost our citizenship, nor 
was he informed about a trial case in the issue. Therefore I offered him to find 
out what the situation was like according to our institutions, stating that if the 
results were positive, there would be a possibility to legalise his stay abroad ex 
post facto. If his request was approved, he would obtain an expatriate passport 
from the Czechoslovakian institutions and thus would not be limited in any way 
in his journeys to the ČSSR29 or the length of his stay, and all formalities would 
be much easier. Macúch welcomed this with great interest and said that he had 
wanted to ask about this already during our first encounter. We agreed that I 
would bring him the proper form at our next appointment so he could ask the 
ČSSR whether his citizenship has been preserved.30

Macúch obtained the necessary forms during his next encounter with officer Bureš 
on 8 February 1972,31 but never submitted them,32 at least not during the time 
period which was subject to this documentation.

Among the Mandaeans

After this case Macúch applied for Iranian citizenship which he obtained by 1952 
with the help of his wife’s family.33 Therefore he was eventually able to conduct field 
research among the Mandaeans of Khuzestan, which was difficult to access at the 
time, especially for a foreigner, due to extensive oil exploration and drilling in the 

27 Ústav pamäti národa 1950, n. p.
28 Ústav pamäti národa 1982.
29 Československá socialistická republika – Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.
30 Ústav pamäti národa 1982: Zásílka č. 2/1972, page numbers blurred.
31 Ústav pamäti národa 1982: Zásílka č. 3/1972, page numbers blurred.
32 Ústav pamäti národa 1982: Zásílka č. 5/1977, 91.
33 Macúch, ‘And Life is Victorious!’, 12.
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area. Macúch himself explains the circumstances of his fi rst research trip to Ahvaz 
and the beginnings of his cooperation with the community as follows: 

My visit to the Mandaean community of Ahwāz in winter 1953 was prepared 
by Eng. Ḥossein Shaghāghī, former general director of Iranian Railroads, who 
not only off ered me hospitality in his house in Ahwāz but also invited [Yalūfa 
(‘literate’) Nāṣir] Ṣābūr ī34 to his house in Tehran for the whole summer of 1954.35

Ṣābūrī was Macúch’s main informer on vernacular Mandaic, while Sheykh Abdolla 
Khaff ājī, the tamī da36 of the Mandaean community of Ahvaz, provided him with 
information on the traditional pronunciation and conception of classical Mandaic.37 
I believe it is important to note that Macúch and Ṣābūrī, who died shortly aft er this 
cooperation ended, had become close friends. As Macúch explains:

Both of them broke the traditional prejudices against people of another religion. 
Nāṣer especially became a sincere friend of mine and with great patience gave 
me valuable information found nowhere else. His help made it possible for me 
to study the vernacular in its full extent and to present the fruits of this study 
to scholars interested in this language. My study of modern Mandaic could not 
have been realised without his competent help. I greatly deplore the loss of this 
sincere friend who always proved his devoted friendship to me, but especially 
a few days before his sudden death, in a most impressive way. In Summer 1956 I 
informed him by letter of my going to Oxford. Desirous of saying “Goodbye!” 
to me in person, he set out for Teheran. Unfortunately, he arrived only one day 
aft er my departure, became sick on the journey and died a few days aft er his 
return to Ahwāz. May the Great Life be gracious to him in his dwellings in the 
World-of-Light!38

Th is and similar later relationships that Macúch established with representatives 
of the Mandaean community of Ahvaz explain not only the circumstances under 
which he was able to conduct such extensive and detailed research which led to the 
publishing of several comprehensive volumes on Mandaic grammar and vocabulary, 
but also the affi  nity which has infl uenced both Macúch personally for the rest of his 
life and the Mandaeans of Ahvaz until the present day. Th eir deep mutual respect 
and Macúch’s keen interest not only in the language, but in the community and its 
members as well, has not only led to several world-class publications on Mandai c,39 
34 Th e ritual slaughterer of the Mandaean community of Ahvaz who taught Macúch vernacular Man-

daic. Rudolf Macúch: Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic, Berlin, Walter de Gruyter, 1965.
35 Macúch Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic, ix.
36 Priest; tamīda refers to the lower priestly rank, the higher being ganzibra�
37 Macúch, Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic, ix.
38 Macúch, Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic, ix–x.
39 Th e most important and extensive ones being the following: Ethel Stefana Drower – Rudolf 
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but also to a deep mutual relationship which is visible among the Mandaeans of 
Ahvaz even twenty-five years after the death of Rudolf Macúch. As his daughter 
Maria explains:

I should add that my father was not only interested in the languages of the 
minorities already mentioned, but also especially in the culture and identities of 
the people he was working with. His correspondence with friends and colleagues 
in different languages and scripts, in English, French, German, Slovak, Czech, 
Russian, Persian, Arabic, Hebrew, Mandaic, Syriac fills many thick volumes. 
Long before the so-called linguistic turn, he saw language as the most important 
tool to achieve access to people of another culture, to understand the differences 
and similarities which tie humankind to each other across cultural barriers. This 
became very clear to me when Sheikh Choheyli told me during his sojourn in 
Berlin that my father’s work has been eminently important for the Mandaean 
community in Iran since it not only preserved traditions vital for the identity 
of the people, but also helped the Mandaeans survive persecution during the 
turbulent period after the revolution of 1979. Similar statements could be made 
with respect to his other branches of study.40

This relationship was also confirmed by the Mandaean community of Ahvaz during 
our research trip in October 2015. Until the present day members of the Mandaean 
community speak about Macúch with great respect and admiration, half-jokingly 
call him ‘a Mandaean without a beard,’ own a collection of his books and numerous 
photographs of him and members of the community, mainly Sheykh Sālem 
Choheylī. There can be absolutely no doubt of the fact that the intensive contacts of 
Rudolf Macúch with the Mandaean community of Ahvaz has played a crucial role 
in preserving and sustaining its perception of its own identity and self-identification 
in the difficult twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.

In 1954 Macúch finally received a position at the University of Tehran which 
suited his education and accomplishments: he became dānešyār (assistant reader) 
for Semitic languages.41

In addition to conducting extensive field research on both classical and vernacular 
Mandaic, Macúch also finally managed to gain access to various Mandaean 
manuscripts, despite serious obstacles and complications. As he explains:

Macúch: A Mandaic Dictionary, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1963; Rudolf Macúch: Handbook of Clas-
sical and Modern Mandaic, Berlin, Walter de Gruyter, 1965, and his last major work, published post-
humously: Guido Dankwarth – Rudolf Macúch: Neumandaische Texte im Dialekt von Ahwaz, Wies-
baden, Harrasowitz Verlag, 1993.

40 Macúch, ‘And Life is Victorious!’, 15.
41 Ibid. 13.
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Th e preparation of such a work in Teheran was hindered by many diffi  culties. 
Almost all scholarly literature was accessible to me only on microfi lm. I should 
like to express my sincere appreciation to Professor Parwīz Nātel Khānlarī, 
former director of Teheran University Press, State Secretary of the Interior 
and Minister of Education successively, who founded a microfi lm library at 
the University, and to Professor Hans R. Roemer, at that time at the University 
of Mainz, who sent me about 30 microfi lms containing all essential literature 
in mandaeology and related fi elds. Without this help my research in Mandaic 
would have been completely impossible.42

Th e outcomes of this research were published in the Handbook of Classical and 
Modern Mandaic, published in 1965 aft er several years of postponements, an 
essential volume for modern Mandaic studies. Th e fi rst Mandaic grammar had been 
published in 1875 by German Orientalist Th eodor Nöldeke. As Macúch stated in 
the Preface, he did not attempt to create a fully comprehensive volume, but rather 
to ‘complete the knowledge of classical Mandaic by a direct study of traditional and 
colloquial pronunciations as well as of vernacular morphology and syntax.’43 He 
adds that: “Contrary to Nöldeke’s Mandäische Grammatik, which this work intends 
to complete, the phonetics is the largest and most important part, while the syntax, 
treated exhaustively by Nöldeke, had to be limited to the essentials.”44

Macúch did most of his work on the book by 1955, yet it was only published in 
1965 aft er a long series of complications, to Macúch’s signifi cant annoyance, which 
he also voiced in the Preface:

Th e grammatical part as well as parts A – C of the Appendix were written in 
the year 1955 and the work was ready for publication before the preparation 
of the Mandaic Dictionary started in Oxford in summer 1956. But the history of 
its publication was in no way pleasant. Accepted for publication by Deutsche 
Akademie Der Wissenschaft en in East-Berlin in autumn 1956, the manuscript 
lay six years in the Akademie-Verlag, its printing being continually postponed 
ad Kalendas Graecas. Aft er six years of resultless and discouraging waiting I had 
to withdraw the manuscript. It was returned on 27th July 1962 … In the seventh 
year aft er the completion of the manuscript I stood again before the problem of 
looking for an editor. Former experiences which I had with several publishers 
who, without seeing the manuscript, were interested only in a subsidy, as well 
as the demoralising eff ect of endless procrastination in the Academy deprived 
me of the forces of facing the same problems once again, and I was about to 
abandon the idea of publication. Th e book would hardly appear if at that time of 
my moral depression two Professors of Freie Universität Berlin, Franz Altheim 

42 Macúch, Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic, x.
43 Macúch, Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic, vii.
44 Ibid.
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and Ruth Stiehl, had not become keenly interested in my manuscript and 
intervened for its publication. At their recommendation, Walter de Gruyter & 
Co. immediately accepted the publication.45

Macúch also reveals further details of the preparation of the volume, which are of 
high informative value for anyone interested both in the history of Mandaic Studies 
and Macúch’s biography:

At that time, Mandaic was transcribed in Hebrew letters and all other Oriental 
words and quotations in the manuscript were given in the original scripts. 
The production of the work in its original form would have been extremely 
expensive. As I was at that time still in Tehran, and the sending of the manuscript 
back to Persia seemed not at all to be recommended, Altheim and Stiehl went 
so far in their zeal that they put aside their own work and started to transliterate 
the Oriental words in my manuscript. I must confess that this generous action 
of theirs had an extremely blessed effect on my demoralised soul. For the first 
time after seven years I felt that my manuscript had not been written in vain and 
that there are people bringing self-sacrifice to help its publication. They have 
transliterated one hundred pages of my manuscript which are published almost 
unaltered. And although the publishers later agreed to print Hebrew, Jewish-
Aramaic and Talmudic words in Hebrew type, I decided to leave certain of their 
transliterations (e.g. 4: 5f.) as a pleasant souvenir of their collaboration which the 
reader, realising that the book would hardly be in his hands without their keen 
interest, will also have to appreciate.46

Since Mandaic studies have always been a minor discipline among Semitic and 
Oriental studies, there were obviously very few experts on the issue in Macúch’s 
era (and, one must add, not much has changed since). Macúch maintained 
correspondence with Lady Ethel Stefana Drower47 in Oxford, Franz Rosenthal48 
at Yale University and Johann Fück49 at Halle University in order to consult his 

45 Macúch, Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic, vii–viii.
46 Ibid. viii.
47 Author’s note: Lady Ethel Stefana Drower (1879–1978) was a British cultural anthropologist who con-

ducted numerous long-term field trips among the Mandaean communities of Iraq and Iran. She aut-
hored numerous publications on the religion and traditions of the Mandaeans as well as translations 
of some of their most important religious texts. Her work The Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran� Their Cults, 
Customs, Magic, Legends and Folklore, published in 1937, is still widely cited and could be considered to 
be the most exhaustive volume on the issue. Ethel Stefana Drower: The Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran� 
Their Cults, Customs, Magic, Legends and Folklore, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1937.

48 Author’s note: Franz Rosenthal (1914–2003) was a Professor of Semitic languages, Arabic and Islam at 
Yale University.

49 Author’s note: Johann Fück (1894–1974) was a renowned German Orientalist who specialised mainly 
in Quranic Arabic.
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fi eld of research.50 Th e relationship with Lady Drower proved especially fruitful for 
Mandaic Studies. As his daughter explains:

In 1955 my father published a critical review of Lady Drower’s work Th e Haran 
Gawaita and the Baptism of Hibil-Ziwa in the ZDMG . Although he was extremely 
critical of her work, it was exactly this kind of criticism that convinced Lady 
Drower that he was the best living specialist on Mandaic to be found and she 
arranged for the Faculty of Oriental Studies in Oxford to invite him to work on 
the Mandaic Dictionary she had been planning. Since my father refused to leave 
his family behind, we all set off  for Oxford in 1956. I truly believe that this was 
the most exciting journey I have ever experienced in my life: we rode by train to 
Turkey from Teheran, sitting on the wooden benches of the third class between 
horeds of travellers to save money.51

Th ese contacts proved highly valuable not only in the process of the preparation of 
the Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic, but also in Macúch’s further career.

Abstract

 Th e purpose of the following paper is to introduce the personality, life and work of Rudolf 
Macúch, a world-renowned linguist of Middle Eastern languages from Czechoslovakia� Th e 
author attempts to present a comprehensive biography of Macúch s̓ life while clarifying events 
that have been uncertain or subject to speculation in the past� A special emphasis is put on 
Macúch’s contacts with the Mandaeans of Ahvaz, Iran, since this relationship was of strong 
infl uence on both the scholar and the small religious community� 
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Rezümé

A tanulmány célja, hogy bemutassa Rudolf Macúch, a közel-keleti nyelvek világhírű 
szlovák származású kutatójának életét, személyiségét és művét. A szerző megkísérli 
átfogóan bemutatni Macúch élettörténetét, különös tekintettel azokra az évekre 
és eseményekre, amelyek az eddig megjelent életrajzokban bizonytalanok, 
homályosak, illetve eltérőek voltak. A tanulmány kiemelt fi gyelmet szentel Macúch 
érintkezéseinek az ahvázi mandeusokkal, mivel ez a kapcsolat erősen befolyásolta a 
tudóst és a kis vallási közösséget egyaránt. 

50 Ibid.
51 Macúch, ‘And Life is Victorious!’, 13.
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Persian miniature. Page from the Turkmen „Big-head Shahnameh”, Gilan, 1494.
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